Revealing a positive charge patch on a recombinant monoclonal antibody by chemical labeling and mass spectrometry.
During purification process development and analytical characterization, a recombinant human monoclonal antibody, referred to as rmAb1, showed an anomalous charge heterogeneity profile by cation-exchange chromatography (CIEC), characterized by extremely high retention and poor resolution between charge variants. Mass spectrometry-based footprinting methodologies that include selective labeling of lysine with sulfosuccinimidyl acetate and arginie with p-hydroxyphenylglyoxal were developed to map the positive charges on the rmAb1 surface. On the basis of the average percentages of labeling obtained for the lysine and arginine residues by peptide mapping analysis, the positive charges were more distributed on the surface in the Fab region than in the Fc region of rmAb1. By a comparative study of in-solution and on-resin labeling reaction dynamics, seven positively charged residues were identified to bind to the cation-exchange resin and they were located in the variable domains. Among them, three lysine and one arginine residues appeared to cluster together on the surface to form a positive charge patch. When the charge patch residues were neutralized by chemical labeling, rmAb1 exhibited a more typical CIEC retention time, confirming that the charge patch was responsible for the atypical CIEC profile of rmAb1. To our knowledge, this work is the first report revealing the amino acid composition of a surface charge patch on therapeutic monoclonal antibodies.